Elastic properties and mechanical stability of chiral and filled viral capsids.
The elasticity and mechanical stability of empty and filled viral capsids under external force loading are studied in a combined analytical and numerical approach. We analyze the influence of capsid structure and chirality on the mechanical properties. We find that generally skew shells have lower stretching energy. For large Föppl-von Kármán numbers gamma (gamma approximately 10(5)), skew structures are stiffer in their elastic response than nonchiral ones. The discrete structure of the capsules not only leads to buckling for large gamma but also influences the breakage behavior of capsules below the buckling threshold: the rupture force shows a gamma1/4 scaling rather than a gamma1/2 scaling as expected from our analytical results for continuous shells. Filled viral capsids are exposed to internal anisotropic pressure distributions arising from regularly packaged DNA coils. We analyze their influence on the elastic properties and rupture behavior and we discuss possible experimental consequences. Finally, we numerically investigate specific sets of parameters corresponding to specific phages such as phi29 and cowpea chlorotic mottle virus (CCMV). From the experimentally measured spring constants we make predictions about specific material parameters (such as bending rigidity and Young's modulus) for both empty and filled capsids.